HONDA CRF1000L Africa Twin (18)

SR1162
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top-case

PLR1161
Specific rapid release side-case holder
for MONOKEY®, RETRO FIT cases

to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A or M8B
MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1162
using the 1161KIT

device on the top-case

PL1161CAM
Specific pannier holder for Trekker
Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1162

1161KIT
Specific kit to install the PLR1161 /
PL1161CAM without the specific rear
rack SR1161

using the 1161KIT / 18 mm diameter

BF25
Specific flange for fitting any of the
TANKLOCK bags

D1144S
Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H
x W)

Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of
the original screen

D1144ST
Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm
(H x W)

D1144BO
Specific low and sports screen matt
black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)

14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead

to be mounted instead of the original screen

of the original screen
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AF1144
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,
Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm
of extension) width 35 cm

TN1162
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a
qualified mechanic

18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of
the original screen

TN1162OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a
qualified mechanic

TL1161KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box
on PLR1161, PL1161CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLR1161 or PL1161CAM
/ needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the

S281
Pair of 316L stainless steel universal
manifold protectors. Suitable for
motorcycles with manifold diameters
between 32 mm and 42 mm.

HP1144
Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original
hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original
hand protectors

motorcycle

S902A
Universal anodized aluminium support to
install GPS and smartphone holders
S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B,
S957B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and
STTR40SM
Universal anodized aluminium support to install GPS
and smartphone holders S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B,
S956B, S957B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart
Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM
(for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom
Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450)

STTR40SM
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